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Surface electromagnetic waves are often determined as the most possible cause of

undesirable heating of edge plasma that leads, in turn, to strengthening of plasma – wall

interaction in stellarators and increased plasma contamination. The propagation of surface

flute modes near the interface of plasma column separated by a vacuum layer from the ring

cylindrical ideally conductive metallic chamber is studied. The external steady bumpy

magnetic field r0rz0z0 eBeBB
rrr

+=  was considered, B0z=B00[1+εm(r)cos(kmz)], here εm’≡dεm/dr,

km=2π/L, L is the period of nonuniformity. «Mirror» non-uniformity of 0B
r

 is planned to be

dominant in the confining magnetic field of the modular stellarator Helias, εm ~ 0.13.

In the bumpy magnetic field the electromagnetic disturbance propagates in the form of

the wave envelope, in which one alongside with the fundamental harmonic, proportional to

exp[i(mϑ− ωt)], infinite set of satellite spatial harmonics, proportional to exp[i(mϑ ±

jkmz − ωt)], j=1,2,3…, is present. It is shown, that in the first approximation in the respect to

εm, amplitudes of the fundamental harmonics of the E-wave with the field components Er, Eϑ,

Bz do not vary, small satellite harmonics of these fields arise, proportional to exp[i(mϑ ±

kmz − ωt)]. At the same time due to weak coupling of _- and _- modes, caused by 0B
r

nonuniformity and nonzero axial wave number of satellite harmonics, small satellite

harmonics of H-wave with the field components Ez, Br, Bϑ also arise. The amplitudes of

satellite harmonics of E-wave are shown to be symmetric: Er
(+)=Er

(−), Eϑ
(+)=Eϑ

(−), Bz
(+)=Bz

(−),

and the amplitudes of H-wave are antisymmetric: Br
(+)=−Br

(−), Bϑ
(+)=−Bϑ

(−), Ez
(+)=−Ez

(−).

In the second approximation in the respect to εm corrections to the amplitudes of the

fundamental harmonic of E-wave arise. The correction to the eigen frequency of the wave,

caused by the nonuniformity of 0B
r

, appears to be the small value of the second order in the

respect to εm. The application of the obtained results for determining the simple analytical

expressions for the correction to the eigen frequency of surface flute modes in the limiting

case is demonstrated.
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